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Crave Maintenance app has been rolled out for a leading Pharmaceutical company
A leading US based Pharmaceutical company has rolled out our maintenance app to manage their office facility maintenance. It would help them to capture details about the
complete maintenance process real time. This project took around 8 weeks to roll out thus reducing their total cost of ownership by 70%. The app also works in an ofﬂine
mode which helps to support from remote locations where there is no connectivity. The app is fully responsive and works on Android as well as iOS devices.

IPD Project for Pandya Hospital has successfully gone live
The complete IPD process for Pandya Memorial Hospital in Mombasa, Kenya has successfully been implemented. Some of the features of the solution include:IPD Registration
IPD Ward Management (Bed Allocation/Transfer/Discharge)
Inpatient Details (Prescription/Dispensing & Services)
IPD Pharmacy
Pathology Manager (LAB/RAD Service with Approval manager)
IPD Billing Desk (One single Invoice for complete services and departments billing)
Advance Payment & Interim Bill on Billing Desk

Performance Management System has successfully gone live for a leading pharmaceutical company
lPerformance Management is the term used to describe the process set by an organization to ensure all employees are aware of the level of performance expected from
their role. This system also helps to define individual objectives which would need to achieve the organizational objectives.
An effective performance management and appraisal process focuses on aligning the workforce, building competencies, improving employee performance and development.
PMS Application is tightly integrated with SAP HR module. The system is developed using ABAP, SAP Gateway & SAP UI5 and deployed and controlled using SAP Mobile
platform. SAP Gateway is used as a communication request and response from PMS application which is routed via Web-Dispatcher.

Two successful Healthcare workshops in the African continent
Crave held two workshops jointly with SAP to showcase the experience and power of SAP healthcare solution to the African healthcare industry. In South Africa, our CEO,
Shrikant Nistane shared some useful insights about how healthcare companies in the west are looking for proven solutions to take their complex business processes to the
mobile platform.
Thanks to Viresh Chota and Caesar Mhalanga from SAP for their co-operation and support during this workshop.

Upcoming events
Crave InfoTech exhibiting in SAP UI_UX conference in Chicago (22nd and 23rd Aug) and New York (7th Sept)
We are quite excited to be exhibiting again at SAP TechEd in Las Vegas this year
For more info visit: www.craveinfotech.com
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